
Conceptual Design Team: GoalsConceptual Design Team: Goals

1. Implementation of the geometry within a Monte Carlo Code
2. Comparison of the possible geometries (including planars) in 

“standard” conditions; evaluation of their performance
3. Impact of ancillary detectors (as “dead” material)
4. Specifics for recoil velocity measurement
5. Documentation (data format, program characteristics)
6. Exchanges with other teams (ancillaries, tracking, ...)
7. ....



Status & ParticipantsStatus & Participants
1. Code implemented and working (Padova)
2. Some results available (Padova: spherical geometries; 

Strasbourg: planar array in Geant3; implementation in 
Geant4: ?)

3. Some results available (Padova); leave the task to other 
teams?

4. No results yet, a student at work (Padova)
5. Data format documented (Padova); documentation on 

the code available (Padova), should be revised by some 
“experienced” user (not the developer!)



Time scaleTime scale

1. Done!
2. Done for the spherical geometries; what about 

the planars?
3. First half 2004?
4. First half 2004
5. Partially done, end of 2003?



Simulation of Key Experiments: GoalsSimulation of Key Experiments: Goals
1. Definition of classes of relevant experiments (and/or specific 

cases). Identification of specific experimental problems.
2. Development of a new code or upgrade of the existing one to 

simulate less schematic events.
3. Simulation of “experiments” including ancillaries (as active 

objects)
4. Development of algorithms to distinguish spurious (eg 

neutron) hits from real ones.
5. “Research Group” on Geant4: exploration of the 

implemented features that could be used in our code (eg 
simulate a fusion/evaporation reaction) 

6. .....



Status & ParticipantsStatus & Participants
1. ?
2. Should we upgrade the existing code or restart from scratch? 

Modifications to the existing code imply: specifics for the 
Primary Generator Action and related helper classes; if events 
are read from file, definition of the file format; specifics for 
the classes describing ancillaries and sensitive ancillaries; 
revision of the output file format (all items: Padova; other 
people interested?)

3. ?
4. Uppsala
5. ?



Time scaleTime scale

1. End of the year/ first half 2004
2. End of the year (upgrade of the existing code), 

otherwise first half 2004
3. Second half 2004: preliminary results
4. ?
5. Should be always at work ...
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